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Abstract

While biostatistics and machine learning are essential to analyze biomedical data, researchers are facing 
multiple challenges around research reproducibility and transparency. Given the proliferation of studies 
investigating the applications of biostatistics and machine learning in research and clinical studies, it is 
essential for independent researchers to be able to scrutinize and reproduce the results of a study using its 
materials, and build upon them in future studies.

Computational reproducibility is achievable when the data can easily be shared and the required 
computational resources are relatively common. However, the complexity of current algorithms and their 
implementation, the need for specific computer hardware and the use of sensitive biomedical data 
represent major obstacles in healthy-related research. In this talk, I will describe the various aspects of a 
typical biomedical study that are necessary for reproducibility and the platforms that exist for sharing these 
materials with the scientific community.
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Replication
Scientific claims are confirmed by completely independent investigations 

What is reproducibility?

Reproducibility
Ability of independent investigators to re-create the results claimed by the 
original investigators using the original samples, assays, data and analysis 
techniques

Computational Reproducibility
Running the same computer code on the same data to obtain the same results



Why does reproducibility matter?

● As data analysis pipelines become increasingly complex, a high level of 
transparency is required to allow the scientific community to properly 
scrutinize a study

● An analysis may contain many (hyper)parameters, understanding their 
impact on results is necessary to assess the robustness of the claims

● Sharing all study materials maximize the reusability of the research 
outputs (higher impact and return on investment)



The dark side of AI



Key elements of a typical AI pipeline
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Sharing raw and processed data

● For data that are not sensitive and can be released publicly
○ Large files: established repositories specific to each field/domain, such as 

the European Genotype-phenotype Archive (EGA) for genomics
○ Small files: immutable data repositories assigning unique identifiers such as 

Zenodo, Harvard Dataverse, Dryad, or figshare

● For data that are private and/or sensitive (eg, patient health information)
○ Set up a Data Access Committee (DAC) and a transparent process to review 

requests (with timeline)
○ Use established repositories that can forward requests to DAC and grant 

access upon approval, such as EGA or dbGaP
○ Ensure that the data transfer is secure and automated (manual transfer of data 

on hard disk and shipping by mail is not ideal...)



Raw data ≠ analysis-ready
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In the lab: Imgtools for processing large imaging datasets

• Built in Python using tested open-source 
components

• Rich set of standardised image processing 
operations

• Easy sharing of pipeline specifications

• Support for DICOM (including RT 
Structure Set)

Load images

Parallel processing
on compute cluster

User-defined 
pipeline

Share

Extract 
radiomic 
features

Train ML 
models

github.com/bhklab/imgtools

https://github.com/bhklab/imgtools


In the lab: Automating data processing and versioning
orcestra.ca

https://www.orcestra.ca/


In the lab: Automating data processing and versioning

➔ Maximize cross-dataset operability by standardizing processing 
pipelines and annotations (meta and clinical data)



For the community



Sharing raw and processed data

For data that are private and/or sensitive (eg, patient health information)
● Set up a Data Access Committee (DAC) and a transparent process to review 

requests (with timeline)
● Use established repositories that can forward requests to DAC and grant access 

upon approval, such as EGA or dbGaP for genomics
● Ensure that the data transfer is secure and automated (manual transfer of data on 

hard disk and shipping by mail is not ideal...)

TCIA is using a different approach
● Most studies are open, few are protected (eg, head and neck due to potential face 

reconstruction)
● Requesters signed a Data Usage Agreement (DUA) with TCIA
● TCIA takes on the liability
● Identity of requesters can be communicated to the data generators



Sharing computer code

● Three levels of computer code:
○ Preprocessing of the raw data, including curation of metadata, quality control 

and normalization
○ Training of the predictive model (fitting of the model, tuning, testing)
○ Validation of the final (fully specified) predictive model on independent data

● Code can easily be shared on established versioning systems, like GitHub 
or BitBucket

● Multiple frameworks exists for deep learning: PyTorch, TensorFlow

● Higher level frameworks like Keras and PyTorch Lightning allow for better 
organization of the code, making it easier to read

● Documentation is a must!

● Think about your license: open-source? Non-commercial?



Sharing predictive models

● Final models can also be shared to facilitate application on new data

● Platforms exist to easily share models, their architecture and full set of 
parameters
○ ModelHub, ModelDepot, Model Zoo

● An example of code goes a long way to showcase how the final model 
can be used
○ Describe how to format/process the input data, how to interpret the outputs 

(predictions), and the limitations of the model

● A model may reveal key aspects of your dataset, and be used to 
reveal the identity of some participants
○ Differential privacy can sometimes be ensured
○ Otherwise share your model via a data access committee



The power of virtualization
● Having access to data and code is not sufficient to reproduce the results 

of a study
● You also need to set up the software environment

○ Operating system, software libraries (versions?)
○ Even the type of hardware matters (eg, numerical precision)

● Go virtual! (I mean virtual machines and containers…)
○ Specify all the required libraries and their versions
○ Once the container is built, add your code and data
○ Complete a successful run, check your results and… voilà!

● Users can now easily reproduce all your results, scrutinize and 
challenge them

● Many platforms exist to help build and share containers in the cloud: 
Code Ocean, Gigantum, Docker Hub, ...



Levels of reproducibility - Level 1

● All elements are shared, the study is fully reproducible
● Providing a container will really help the community build upon your 

study



Levels of reproducibility - Level 2

● Raw data could not be shared but processed data available
● If the raw data and processing are well documented, it is OK
● But new processing approaches or meta-analyses might not be feasible



Levels of reproducibility - Level 3

● The study is NOT reproducible
● But the application of the model in new datasets can still be explored



Levels of reproducibility - Level UNDEF 

● Advertisement for a cool but closed technology



Initial model vs derivatives

● As machine learning models become more complex (eg, deep neural 
networks), more computational resources are required
○ Large amounts of CPUs, GPUs or memory
○ Specific hardware that are expensive and/or hard to find (even proprietary 

technologies)

● It is only a matter of time until the technology becomes cheaper and more 
accessible

● Meantime, further research can be done in simplifying the initial model
○ Decrease the dependency on specific hardware
○ Clever updates in how the model is trained or its architecture can go a long way
○ Broaden the user base, increase impact



Research Reproducibility in Practice



Tools to improve reproducibility - Code Ocean

● Sharing data
○ Public data: Zenodo, Harvard Dataverse, Dryad, figshare, ...
○ Private/sensitive data: dbGaP, NCBI SRA, EBI EGA, ...

● Sharing computer code
○ GitHub, GitLab, Bitbucket, ...

● Sharing software environment
○ Code Ocean, Gigantum, Docker Hub, ...

● Sharing computational models
○ ModelHub, ModelDepot, Model Zoo, ...

● Sharing analysis results
○ Zenodo, Harvard Dataverse, Dryad, figshare, ...



Code Ocean interface



How do we use Code Ocean in my lab?

● Over the course of the analysis
○ Implementation of a capsule to run all the analyses from the beginning
○ Good tool for collaboration as anyone is using the same software environment

● Internal review prior to the manuscript submission
○ Independent review of the code and rerun of all the analyses from the raw or 

low-level processed data
● At the time of the manuscript submission

○ Strengthen the study, show the reviewers that the research is transparent and 
increase its impact (reusability)

● After publication
○ For older publications or collaborative papers with time-sensitive submission
○ A great way to update the results when new data are released, improved 

methods are available or bugs are found



Continuous development

● Quickly install software packages
● A well-controlled software environment facilitates the debugging process

○ You can literally share the capsule with a colleague to get help
● Optimize collaboration as all parties use the exact same data and 

software environment
○ Co-editing of code can be challenging

● Running code many times for large analyses may require large 
computational resources 

→ Co-Exist (beta)
● It ensures full reproducibility by construction

Using Code Ocean during the implementation of an analysis pipelines has 
multiple benefits:



Pre-publication review

● Time to clean and document the code → Build a Code Ocean capsule!

● Paper ready to submit but … let’s have an independent review first

● Another lab member, not involved or only peripherally involved in the 
study checks the code

● And rerun everything from the raw data or low-level processed data

● Surprising how often the results change!

The analysis is done, results looking good!



Post-publication review

● Your analysis yields unexpected results (expect a fair 
share of scrutiny)

● You work hard on making your study fully 
reproducible and prepare the data and computer 
code for public release

● Your paper is finally accepted! Let the fun begin ...



Adoption in the lab

● 16 publications with a Code Ocean 
capsule since 2017

● A capsule is mandatory for all new 
studies led by the lab

Challenges:

● Private data?
● Proprietary software?
● Need for expensive 

computational resources?



Platforms we used in the lab
● R or Python for the analyses

○ R packages on CRAN / Bioconductor
○ Python packages on Pypi / Anaconda

● PyTorch Lightning for deep learning

● GitHub for code versioning

● Code Ocean to share code and software environment

● Zenodo for sharing specific research outputs (processed data, results,…)

● European Genotype-phenotype Archive (EGA) and The Cancer Imaging 
Archive (TCIA) for sharing large genomics and imaging data, respectively

● ORCESTRA to process, version and share the data *

● ModelHub to share deep neural networks



● Making your research fully reproducible takes time and expertise
○ Include these costs in the budget of your grant proposals

Lessons learned

● Put research reproducibility at the center of your lab’s modus 
operandi and mission
○ Discuss research reproducibility during interviews
○ Set expectations for new recruits
○ Make it mandatory, no leeway (exceptions must be strongly justified)

● Resist the pressure!
○ We are all in a hurry to publish, competition is tough …
○ Editors and Reviewers appreciate transparency
○ It is an investment, addressing the reviewer’s comments and building upon 

previous results will be greatly facilitated



● Knowing that data/code and software environment will be shared is a strong 
motivation to improve the quality of the research itself
○ Containers facilitate the pre- and post-publication review

Lessons learned

● Containers make it easier to collaborate
○ All participants use exactly the same software environment
○ Easier to check whether the code runs properly after an update

● Sharing research outputs increases impact, opportunities for new 
collaborations

● Open Science and research reproducibility do not prevent commercialization
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APPENDIX



Challenges

Processing 
pipelines

Complex 
experiments Ambiguous or incomplete annotations is... challenging

All I want to do is to focus on my analysis without much data curation and coding



The reality of many biomedical labs

Today
● No coding expertise, use of tools 

like Excel and PRISM to analyze 
the data
○ Prone to errors, untraceable 
○ Not reproducible

● Lack of data coordination
● No software development or 

difficult to maintain
● Journal guidelines typically not 

properly enforced
○ Easy to get away from sharing 

data or code

Tomorrow?
● Funding agencies support data 

coordination and research 
reproducibility

● Journals require and assess research 
reproducibility 

● Use of open programming languages to 
develop analysis pipelines
○ Documentation
○ Automated/reproducible

● Data are annotated and shared 
internally and externally

● Data and code grow/improve over time



How do we use Code Ocean in my lab?

● Over the course of the analysis
○ Implementation of a capsule to run all the analyses from the beginning
○ Good tool for collaboration as anyone is using the same software environment

● Internal review prior to the manuscript submission
○ Independent review of the code and rerun of all the analyses from the raw or 

low-level processed data
● At the time of the manuscript submission

○ Strengthen the study, show the reviewers that the research is transparent and 
increase its impact (reusability)

● After publication
○ For older publications or collaborative papers with time-sensitive submission
○ A great way to update the results when new data are released, improved 

methods are available or bugs are found



Continuous development

● Quickly install software packages
● A well-controlled software environment facilitates the debugging process

○ You can literally share the capsule with a colleague to get help
● Optimize collaboration as all parties use the exact same data and 

software environment
○ Co-editing of code can be challenging

● Running code many times for large analyses may require large 
computational resources 

→ Co-Exist (beta)
● It ensures full reproducibility by construction

Using Code Ocean during the implementation of an analysis pipelines has 
multiple benefits:



Pre-publication review

● Time to clean and document the code → Build a Code Ocean capsule!

● Paper ready to submit but … let’s have an independent review first

● Another lab member, not involved or only peripherally involved in the 
study checks the code

● And rerun everything from the raw data or low-level processed data

● Surprising how often the results change!

The analysis is done, results looking good!



Post-publication review

● Your analysis yields unexpected results (expect a fair 
share of scrutiny)

● You work hard on making your study fully 
reproducible and prepare the data and computer 
code for public release

● Your paper is finally accepted! Let the fun begin ...



Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC)

“By linking drug activity to the functional complexity of cancer 
genomes, systematic pharmacogenomic profiling in cancer cell lines 
provides a powerful biomarker discovery platform to guide rational 
cancer therapeutic strategies”

Garnett et al., Nature 2012



Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE)

“The generation of genetic predictions of drug response in the 
preclinical setting and their incorporation into cancer clinical trial 
design could speed the emergence of ‘personalized’ therapeutic 
regimens.”

Barretina et al., Nature 2012



Comparing large pharmacogenomic studies



An epic controversy

● Transparency (sharing of 
curated data, computer code 
and all results) helped us 
address critics

● Reproducibility and 
high-quality software helped us 
update, adapt and improve the 
analysis quickly

● The shared data and code 
triggered new research in the 
field



Adoption in the lab

● 16 publications with a Code Ocean 
capsule since 2017

● A capsule is mandatory for all new 
studies led by the lab

Challenges:

● Private data?
● Proprietary software?
● Need for expensive 

computational resources?



Back to your own lab

1. Restrict the use of Excel and similar tools to data visualization
○ A computer program (code) is a more efficient way to transform and analyze data

2. Nominate a lab member to look into the various platforms to increase 
transparency and reproducibility. For instance:
○ R or Python for the analyses
○ GitHub for code versioning
○ Code Ocean to share code and software environment
○ Zenodo for sharing specific research outputs (processed data, results, …)

3. Implement a test run with a published study
○ Can you reproduce the results?
○ Share the data, code, capsule, and results, enjoy the increased visibility/impact

4. Build the expertise, try with a new study to be submitted



ORCESTRA



Research reproducibility is also relevant for data processing



Research reproducibility is also relevant for data processing



Reproducible data processing: ORCESTRA workflow

➔ Maximize cross-dataset operability by standardizing processing 
pipelines and compound annotations



ORCESTRA for pharmacogenomics

56


